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Mediterranean Style Villa For Sale In Sant Feliu De
Gu?xols
, , 17220,

PRECIO DE VENTA

? 1850000.00

 495 qm  7 habitaciones  6 dormitorios  6 baños

 6 suelos  6 qm superficie
terrestre

 6 plazas de
coche

Kent Davis
Panama Equity Real Estate

Panamá, Panama - Hora Local

+507 6030-6782

Incredible villa of 495 meters built, on a double plot of 1,272 meters with amazing sea views a few meters from Sant Pol beach. Amazing Villa in

Costa Brava The villa was totally renovated by the owners in 1990. The villa measures 495 meters and is located on a double plot of 1,272

meters. It is distributed on two floors offering five bedrooms all doubles and suites and a private apartment for guests independent of a bedroom.

On the ground floor there is a large dining -living room that communicates directly with the outside terrace, pool and a large garden with fruit trees.

As extras, the house has an independent kitchen per floor, underfloor heating gas, garage for three people, laundry and also has a separate

apartment for guests adjacent to the house. This beautiful Mediterranean style villa with incredible views of the sea, in the town of Sant Feliu de

Guíxols a few minutes from the beach of Sant Pol with a large and private garden that includes a swimming pool.

Disponible En: 02.05.2019

Piso: 4 Suelos: 4 Ano De Plazas Para Coches: A?o De Construcci?n: 2017 Tipo Oficina
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Construccion: 2017 4

Sant Feliú de Guíxols is part of the Baix Empordà region, in the province of Girona, located in the heart of the Costa Brava. It is an important

holiday center.
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